Download Natural Interiors Using Natural
Materials And Methods To Decorate Your
2. Brick as a backdrop or as a focal point. In the early years of brick making the natural process of using mud,
clay and water and firing it at high temperatures to produce a solid and sturdy building component material were
born.
Natural Interiors looks at the elements of nature that we can bring into our homes-water, color and light. Then
discussed are raw materials, such as wood and stone, and how to choose walls, floors, furniture and lighting,
concluding with a selection on room design and how to coordinate to bring a balanced whole to any home. By
creating natural and inviting spaces, Natural Interiors evokes a style of living that is gentle, nurturing, aesthetic,
practical and balanced.
Modern interior decorating with natural materials and crafts looks interesting, pleasant and unique. Natural and
eco-friendly materials create comfortable and aesthetically appealing living spaces with personality. Tree
branches and bark, acorns and pine cones, leaves and berries, beach pebbles and sea shells, dry flowers, and
driftwood are excellent natural materials for adding original designs to modern interiors in eco style.
Once you choose which material works best for you, think about how it should be worked into the space. Your
best bet it is to go natural in the areas that you want to stay constant through trend cycles – usually the high-cost
purchases. Flooring is a good bet, as is furniture, and even window shades.
If you're looking for ways to decorate your home with relaxing organic tones, the stylish interiors below are sure
to inspire. These designs show how flexible and versatile a natural home design can be: the first home is light
and chic, while the second is moody and super modern.
Whether it’s a tuft of cotton or furniture inspired by the great outdoors, decorating with natural elements will
breathe new life inside your home.
If you have any leftover paint in a fun, springy color, table legs are the ideal place to use it, because they require
only a small amount of paint. Tape off the edges of your tabletop or ottoman cushion, and sand, clean and prime
the table legs before giving them two coats of color.
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